ABSTRACT This paper introduces the concept of a pixogram which makes possible a fresh approach to high payload video steganography. The pixogram allows for a new perspective by investigating the temporal changes that take place at the individual pixel level across frames of a video segment. Simply put, a pixogram has the property of converting highly uncorrelated spatial areas of individual frames of a video scene into highly correlated temporal segments by making use of the temporal correlation between the frames of the same scene in a given video segment, thus maximizing the redundant area suitable for hiding in the transform domain. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of this new approach for increased payload capacity while maintaining visual fidelity of the stego-video as compared to competing video steganography schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth in processing power of current computer systems and communication devices, coupled with huge improvements in network speeds, has lead to increased popularity of video manipulation, streaming, and transmission over wireless networks in the digital world. Many companies and businesses are based on video streaming, such as ''Youtube'', ''Instagram'', and ''Dailymotion'', or involved in developing software for manipulating these digital signals such as ''Adobe Premiere Pro'' and ''Final Cut Pro X''.
A recent study by Cisco 1 predicted that in 2019 approximately 80% of the world's internet traffic will be video. The study predicts that by 2021 a million minutes of video content will cross the internet every second. Currently, IP video traffic acquires 73% of all consumer internet traffic. This percentage is expected to rise to 82% in 2021. Based on the study, live internet video will account for 13% of internet video traffic by 2021, with a 15-fold growth from 2016 to 2021. Internet video surveillance, which is an application of The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yan Huo. 1 https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/serviceprovider/visual-networking-index-vni/complete-white-paper-c11-481360.html live internet video, has a traffic that grew 72% in 2016, with 883 PetaBytes per month. It is expected that internet video surveillance traffic will boost seven times between 2016 and 2021. Video surveillance will take 3.4% of all internet video traffic in 2021.
This increased demand for video streaming over the internet, paired with the critical nature of various video applications, has opened many important issues in different computing fields, such as networking and security. From the networking perspective, transmitting video over networks forms a classical bottleneck problem. In the last few years, the problem of optimizing network performance for video applications has attracted many researchers [1] , [2] . The challenge of video transmission from a networking point of view is the large number of bits to transmit in a real-time manner.
Moreover, some video streaming applications, such as surveillance, require some security services such as integrity and confidentiality. Confidentiality can be defined as restricting access to authorized entities to view the data. On the other hand, integrity deals with achieving consistency, accuracy, and trustworthiness of the data. In other words, the data must not be altered during transmission, and techniques must be implemented to ensure that the data cannot be changed by unauthorized entities.
Video compression is the solution to deal with the huge number of bits involved in video transmission. Since network resources are limited, a video is compressed before transmission or storage. However, for security purposes, steganography and watermarking techniques are used to achieve confidentiality and integrity respectively. Steganography is the art that deals with hiding a secret message into an innocent carrier medium forming a stego medium. This stego medium should not reveal the existence of the hidden secret message. Watermarking is another hiding strategy, but when the purpose is integrity and intellectual property of the information being exchanged [3] , [4] .
Both compression and data hiding techniques share the same basic concept, that of utilizing high-frequency bands representing redundant information in a signal. Perceptual experimental evidence has established that the human visual system is less sensitive to noise present in high-frequency areas [5] . Thus, in compression, these bits are removed to reduce the size of the signal, while data hiding techniques, such as steganography and watermarking, replace these bits with secret bits [6] .
A video segment can be defined as a series of related images, correlated in time, and displayed sequentially at a constant rate. Thus, a video is a 3D signal which can be expressed as V(r, c, t), where r and c represent the spatial positions in the vertical and horizontal directions respectively, while t is the temporal dimension. As a result of the 3D nature of video signals, two types of information redundancies arise, spatial and temporal redundancies. Spatial redundancy is related to the inter-pixel relations of individual frames in the (r, c) space while fixing the time dimension (t). Similarly, temporal redundancy is the inter-pixel relations along the time dimension (t) while fixing the spatial dimensions (r, c).
There are four main attributes that researchers try to improve in steganography, namely the capacity, imperceptibility, robustness, and security. Capacity is the amount of secret information that can be embedded in the cover medium. Imperceptibility refers to the amount of degradation in the cover medium due to the hiding process. Moreover, robustness is defined as the degree of resistance against attacks, and whether the hidden data can still be extracted after the attack. While, security refers to an attacker's inability to extract the hidden data, or to detect the existence of the hidden data in the stego medium. This paper proposes a novel video-in-video hiding technique that exploits the temporal redundancy in video segments. The proposed approach is based on the fact that regions in the video that have minimal or no movement will have redundant pixels along the time dimension. Thus, a temporal vector of pixels is extracted from each row, column (r, c) location of a video segment forming what is referred to throughout this paper as a pixogram. This pixogram is then segmented into homogeneous segments using a 1D segment-growing segmentation technique that is developed in this paper. Due to the homogeneity in each segment, the 1D-DCT of each segment will represent the segment in a small number of low-frequency-compacted significant DCT coefficients, leaving the larger high-frequency insignificant DCT coefficient portion for embedding. This allows the proposed Pixogram Adaptive Region (PixAR) technique to surpass other video-based steganography schemes in terms of embedding payload capacity as well as imperceptibility of the stego video.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; section II presents background work in the area of video steganography. The embedding and extraction processes of the proposed PixAR scheme are discussed in section III, while section IV presents experimental results and comparative discussions. Final conclusions are presented in section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In general, video steganography methods can be categorized into three main categories, namely still image-based methods, format-based methods, and video codec-based methods [7] , [8] . Figure 1 illustrates these different categories in a tree diagram. The still image-based methods treat video steganography as an extension of image steganography. Since video is simply a sequence of still images, these methods will operate on the basis of hiding the secret data frame by frame separately.
Still image-based methods can be further classified into spatial domain methods, and transform domain methods. In the spatial domain methods, LSB techniques is the classical and most popular method due to its simplicity and the low computational complexity [7] . LSB methods operate by replacing some LSBs of pixels from the cover video frames with the secret message bits. A hash-based LSB method for video steganography is proposed by Dasgupta et al. [9] . The position of insertion in LSB bits is located using a hash function. Then, each eight bits of the secret data are divided into 3,3,2 and embedded into the R,G,B pixel values of the cover frames respectively.
Dasgupta et al. [10] have made further improvements over basic LSB methods by using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The proposed scheme was able to enhance the quality of the stego video while embedding at the same capacity rate. The scheme was able to reach an imperceptibility level measured at 39.374 dB with a capacity rate of 2.66 bits per bytes (bpB) for a gray-scale video, which is equivalent to hiding at 7.98 bits per pixel for an RGB video.
Another LSB based technique is proposed by Singh and Agarwal [11] . The proposed technique utilizes only the LSB of the cover frames to embed a single secret image in the video frame-by-frame. Furthermore, the algorithm embeds each row of the secret image pixels in the rows of multiple frames of the cover video. In other words, each row of pixels composed of 8 bits is embedded in the first rows of multiple frames of the cover. Thus, to hide one byte of secret image pixels, 8 bytes are needed from the cover video frames. It is clear that this technique is simple, and easy to develop. In addition, the imperceptibility level of the scheme is very high since only one LSB is used for embedding. However, as a result, the capacity is very low compared to other hiding techniques in the literature.
Another spatial domain method is the Tri-way Pixel-Value Differencing (TPVD) method proposed in [12] . The Tri-way Pixel-Value Differencing (TPVD) method is simply a modified version of the popular Pixel-Value Differencing (PVD) method. PVD embeds the secret data in the difference value of two adjacent pixels. In [13] , a TPVD based video steganography system is proposed. The system uses TPVD method to embed in a compressed domain of the cover medium.
The second subcategory that falls under the still images methods is the transform techniques. Mainly, in the transform techniques, the cover medium is first transfered to the frequency domain using one of the transform functions. Then, the secret data is embedded by replacing some selected coefficients. At the end, the domain, with the modified coefficients, is transformed back to the spatial domain. Transform techniques include: Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).
A Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) based scheme is proposed in [14] . This scheme encodes first the secret video using the Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes, and then hides the encoded version of the secret message into the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) coefficients of video frames. The scheme hides the secret data in all DWT regions except the low-frequency region, since this region has the significant coefficients of the image which must be preserved for proper reproduction of the frame. Thus, the scheme was able to embed with a higher capacity rate than other proposed schemes in the literature. The proposed scheme was also tested on cover videos that are compromised with fast and slow motion objects, and showed an improved performance in terms of the hiding capacity and the imperceptibility over other hiding techniques in the literature.
A novel method is proposed in [15] . The proposed method is a blind adaptive steganography scheme for video files where hiding takes place in human skin regions in an image. Embedding is performed in the red and blue channels using a wavelet quantization technique. The technique showed robustness against MPEG-4 compression techniques.
From the description of the previous techniques, it is clear that transform methods have improved security and robustness over LSB based methods. However, transform methods suffer from a traditional trade-off between capacity and imperceptibility. This relationship was exhaustively investigated by Rabie and Kamel [5] , [16] , [17] and Rabie et al. [18] , [19] for image-based steganography, but never before investigated in-depth for video-based steganography schemes.
Rabie and Kamel [5] studied the trade-off between hiding capacity and imperceptibility by implementing a fixed-block adaptive-region (FBAR) DCT embedding approach. The aim of this work was to investigate the embedding limits of DCT techniques. In [16] , the fixed-block-size globally adaptive-region (FB-GAR) approach was proposed, which was an improvement over the FBAR method. The new technique was successfully able to hide at higher capacities and improved imperceptibility.
Rabie and Kamel [17] introduced the quad-tree adaptive region (QTAR) DCT hiding scheme. This hiding scheme is based on the fact that DCT of highly correlated images can be expressed using a few coefficients in the top left corner of the transform, leaving a significantly large area to hide in. Thus, the system partitions the cover image into non overlapping blocks for maintaining stationarity of the image regions using a quad-tree partitioning algorithm. The system was able to achieve a very high capacity at reasonably high levels of imperceptibility.
The novel work by Rabie et al. [18] has shown that it was possible to brake the barrier between hiding capacity and imperceptibility. Instead of hiding in a squared region area, the idea was to fully exploit the embedding region in the transform domain by developing a curve-fitting technique to maximize both the embedding payload capacity as well as the stego perceptual quality.
The second category involve format-based techniques. These methods are designed for a specific video format, by exploiting the structure and compression strategy of the format. H.264/AVC is an example of a standard video format [20] . This compression standard can achieve very high compression ratios, as well as being widely used for network transmission [21] . A video steganography scheme based on the H.264 standard is proposed in [22] . The technique is based on the Context Adaptive Variable Length Coding (CAVLC) which is utilized in H.264 baseline entropy coding. Embedding secret data is performed by altering trailing ones sign flag and levels' words in CAVLC.
Another H.264-based method is proposed in [23] . This algorithm embeds secret data in the high-frequency coefficients information (Trailing Ones) of CAVLC coding. The scheme has the advantage of low computationally complexity compared to other H.264/AVC-based hiding techniques, and thus, it can be implemented in a real-time manner. However, the scheme was not designed to embed with large hiding capacity; it only embeds 250 bits in a 352 × 288 video composed of 30 frames.
The third category is the video codec-based methods. These methods try to exploit the 3D nature of videos, and utilizing the third dimension which is the time dimension t in embedding. This additional dimension introduces some additional properties such as motion vectors, and motion components [7] . In [24] , an adaptive steganography scheme hides data in a compressed video stream using temporal and spatial features of the cover video and human visual system concept.
Another hiding scheme based on discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and discrete cosine transform (DCT) is proposed in [25] . The scheme relies on a multiple object tracking (MOT) algorithm and error correcting codes in the embedding process. First, the ''Hamming and Bose'' algorithm along with the ''Chaudhuri and Hocquenghem'' algorithm are performed on the secret data for encoding purposes. Then, the motion-based MOT algorithm is executed on the cover video to manifest the area of interest in moving objects. In the final stage, and based on the foreground mask, the secret message is embedded into the DWT and DCT coefficients of all motion regions in the video. The scheme was able to embed a secret message with a size of 3.40% of the cover video, with a stego quality measured at 49.0 dB.
In [26] , a robust video watermarking scheme is proposed to hide a watermark image in digital video frames using the variable-temporal length 3-D DCT technique. The technique selects a number of successive 8x8 blocks, and applies the 3D-DCT to these blocks. Embedding takes place in the midrange coefficients of individual blocks.
Since the proposed PixAR scheme utilizes the temporal redundancy in a video segment, this proposed PixAR technique may be categorized as a video codec-based method. The proposed PixAR scheme differs, however, from other video codec-based algorithms by extracting a temporal 1D vector (pixogram), and then applying 1D-DCT to each homogeneous section of the vector, rather than taking the 3D-DCT of sequential temporal blocks as in [26] , or exploiting moving objects as in [25] . The proposed PixAR scheme has shown improved results both in terms of capacity and imperceptibility over other video codec-based schemes and other state-ofthe-art schemes as will be shown in the experimental section (section IV-A).
III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed PixAR scheme aims to exploit video redundancy along the temporal dimension. This temporal redundancy is related to scene motion in a video segment. Areas in the video that have slow or zero-motion, will have identical or similar inter-frame pixel values, which gives rise to increased temporal redundancy between frames.
This suggests extracting a temporal 1D vector (a pixogram) consisting of pixels from sequential frames at the same spatial location (r, c). It is expected that such a vector will have many highly-correlated segments especially if the location (r, c) represents low or minimal motion throughout the frames of this video segment. Since this pixogram may have repeated values, transforming it using the 1D-DCT will compact the energy of this vector in the first few low-frequency coefficients, leaving a large number of redundant high-frequency coefficients that may be used for hiding.
To fully exploit temporal redundancy, a pixogram is first segmented into homogeneous segments using a 1D segmentgrowing strategy, resulting in each segment being expressed most of the time by only a single significant DCT coefficient, namely the DC coefficient, leaving the rest of the DCT segment suitable for embedding.
The proposed PixAR scheme was able to achieve high payload capacity levels that reached 22.3 bpp, at acceptable PSNR stego-video quality levels of approximately 40 dB, as will be shown in section IV.
A. PIXOGRAM SEGMENT-GROWING
The first step in the proposed PixAR scheme is to extract a pixogram from each row and column location (r, c) in the cover video. A pixogram, P(r, c), for a given cover video V,
is a vector of n pixel values at spatial location (r, c), where n represents the total number of frames in this cover video. 2 is the value extracted from the second frame, V 1,1 n is the value extracted from the last frame. To optimally benefit from the merits that temporal redundancy provides, the pixogram is segmented further into homogeneous segments using a 1D segment-growing technique. This segmentation process is a 1D version of the image-based 2D region-growing technique, which is a class of bottom-up image segmentation algorithms used to segment an image into homogeneous regions based on similarity of neighboring gray-level values. Image segmentation methods such as the top-down quad-tree and bottomup region-growing techniques are useful tools that have been utilized in a variety of image processing applications such as image steganography [17] , image compression [27] , and object detection [28] .
The pixogram segmentation process starts by grouping the first two pixels of the pixogram, which are simply the pixels of the first and second frames for a certain (r, c) location, and then examines the homogeneity between the pixels of this segment. The 1D segment-growing algorithm measures the homogeneity by evaluating the absolute difference between the highest and lowest gray-level value in the current segment. If the difference value is less than a chosen threshold T seg , then it is considered that the homogeneity VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. An illustration of the proposed segment-growing algorithm.
criterion is satisfied, and an additional pixel from the next frame in the pixogram is added to the current segment.
Once the segmentation algorithm adds a new pixel to the current segment, it re-evaluates the homogeneity of this updated segment (with the newly added pixel). The moment that the homogeneity check fails (the segment becomes no longer homogeneous), this newly added pixel is removed from the current segment and is now used to initiate a new segment. This process is repeated iteratively until the end of the pixogram is reached, which results in several homogeneous segments for this pixogram. Figure 2 illustrates the working strategy of the proposed pixogram segment-growing scheme. Figure 3 illustrates the general idea behind the proposed PixAR video steganography scheme.
B. THE EMBEDDING PROCESS
Once pixograms have been homogenized using the segment-growing scheme described in the previous section, the 1D-DCT is applied to each homogeneous pixogram segment. The DCT has the property of strong energy compaction for stationary signals, where most of the signal information tends to be concentrated in a few low-frequency coefficients of the DCT [29] . Since a segmented pixogram will have many redundant values, most of the pixogram's information will be compacted in the first few coefficients of each segment's DCT, leaving the large number of insignificant coefficients in the DCT high-frequency region to be utilized for hiding.
Moreover, decreasing the gray-level homogeneity threshold value T seg , used in the pixogram segment-growing process, will decrease the variance of a segment. Thus, the number of significant DCT coefficients will decrease further, allowing for an increase in payload capacity. A threshold value T seg of 0.1 (for gray-levels in the range [0,1], which is equivalent to gray level 25 for the range [0,255]) results in having a single significant coefficient for each segment's DCT most of the time. Decreasing this threshold to a value lower than 0.1 increases the chance of having a single significant coefficient in each segment's DCT.
After that, each pixogram's DCT-magnitude is separated from its phase, since embedding will take place in the DCT-magnitude of each pixogram segment ( figure 3-step 3) . The reason behind this magnitude-phase separation step is because it has been shown that the DCT-phase conveys significant amounts of information about its associated signal. On the other hand, the DCT-magnitude provides much less significant information about the signal [30] - [32] . Thus, it is important for compression and steganography DCT-based schemes to retain the DCT-phase intact, and only modify the DCT-magnitude, in order to maintain high perceptual quality [33] .
A quantization step is then applied to distinguish between critical and insignificant coefficients of the DCT-magnitude. The quantization process is performed by dividing the elements of the DCT-magnitude of a pixogram segment by The quantization process will result in a new quantized vector. The locations of insignificant coefficients in the DCT-magnitude of the pixogram segments have the same corresponding indices as the zero locations in this new vector. Pixels from the secret video are first rescaled, and then embedded in these insignificant locations as is clear in figure 3-steps 4, 5 and 6 .
To properly choose the secret video size that can fit into these insignificant DCT locations, an initial scan on the whole cover video must be processed before embedding takes place (figure 3-steps 1 to 5, repeated for all pixograms of the cover video). This allows calculating the total number of insignificant DCT coefficients of the cover video that can be safely replaced with the secret video pixels. The secret video is then resized so that the total number of secret video pixels fits in the total number of insignificant DCT coefficients of the cover video that were marked for replacement after the initial scan. This can be described by the following equation:
where H is the total number of insignificant DCT coefficients of the cover video, x and y are the width and height of the secret video in pixels (the resolution) and f is the number of frames of the secret video. In the proposed PixAR scheme, the resolution parameters (x, y) are selected to be the original resolution of the secret video to be hidden. The only unknown left in equation (2) is the number of frames (f ) of the rescaled secret video. As an example, consider the number of insignificant DCT coefficients (H ) is equal to 500, 000, the number of frames (f ) to hide will equal 50, if the secret video resolution was 100 × 100. The secret video is then resized into a 1D vector, and embedding takes place pixel-by-pixel in the insignificant DCT coefficients of each homogenous segment of each pixogram extracted from the cover video. After the embedding process takes place, the inverse DCT is applied on the modified segment's DCT (after multiplying it by its corresponding DCT-phase), and the segment is placed back into its location in the pixogram ( figure 3-steps 7, 8,  and 9 ). These quantization-embedding steps are performed on every segment in a pixogram. Once embedding in all segments of a pixogram is complete, the pixogram is returned to its original location (r, c) ( figure 3-step 10 ).
C. THE EXTRACTION PROCESS
There are two approaches to extracting the secret video from the received stego video. The first is a blind approach where the receiver only needs the stego video and the homogeneity threshold value T seg used in the pixogram segment gowing process. The second extraction approach requires sending the location of each pixogram segment and the index of the first insignificant coefficient in each segment along with the stego video, to the receiver side. This latter approach is useful when tampering of the stego video is to be expected, since the pixel values would be modified. In this case the extraction process takes place in the reverse order, where the pixograms are extracted from all (r, c) locations of the stego video. Then the DCT-magnitude of each segment is computed, and the secret pixels are extracted from each segment by knowing apriori the index of the first insignificant coefficient in that segment; the secret data will occupy all locations starting from the first insignificant coefficient in a segment till the end of the segment. This is then repeated for all segments.
The former blind approach assumes the stego video has not been modified or tampered with, such as when the transmission channel is guaranteed to be secure. In this case the received homogeneity threshold value T seg will be used to sgement each pixogram of the secret video and the same quantization process (figure 3-steps 4 and 5) is applied on the DCT-magnitude of each segment to regenerate the zerocoefficient locations in the quantized vectors. These are the exact locations that will be used to extract the secret pixel values.
Every extracted pixel is added to a 1D vector. The resolution of the secret video (width x and height y) is also transmitted along with the stego video. Thus, the recovered 1D vector can be reformatted into a sequence of frames with a size of x ×y, which reconstructs the recovered hidden video. This recovered secret video is then rescaled from its current range to the original intensity range [0,255] per color channel.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents comparative results of the proposed PixAR scheme versus other video-based steganography techniques which have been recently published in the literature. Robustness of the proposed PixAR scheme is examined against various stego attacks, and a detailed discussion on the effects on the quality of the recovered secret video is presented. Detailed results of the proposed PixAR scheme are also shown when applying it on different cover host videos, and embedding with different secret video segments. The details of the cover and secret videos used are shown in table 1.
A. COMPARATIVE RESULTS
In this section, the proposed PixAR scheme is compared to other video steganography schemes published in the literature. Table 2 compares the proposed PixAR scheme using the Video Quality Metric (VQM) described in [34] . For VQM, the lower the value, the better the quality. Based on [35] , VQM values lower than 1 reflect an excellent video quality where degradations will not be visible. Although these competitive schemes are classified as watermarking schemes, and thus have much lower capacity rates than the proposed PixAR scheme, the proposed PixAR scheme was able to achieve better VQM scores. Table 3 shows a detailed comparison with other video steganography schemes. To make a fair comparison for each scheme to be compared, the length of the cover video was selected to be equal to the compared scheme. Since the proposed PixAR scheme has achieved a much higher capacity rate than other video steganography schemes, two experiments were performed; one with the highest possible capacity achievable by the proposed PixAR scheme, and the other with a similar capacity achieved by the competing scheme.
It is clear from table 3, that the proposed PixAR scheme exceeds other video steganography schemes presented in the table in terms of payload capacity. Furthermore, the quality of the stego video was also a challenge for competing schemes. Actually, in one case, the stego quality achieved by the proposed PixAR scheme has surpassed the competing scheme when the PixAR payload capacity was higher. This is clear when inspecting the results achieved by Dasgupta et al. [10] in table 3. Even though the proposed PixAR scheme embeds with a much higher capacity rate of 16.64 bpp versus 7.98 bpp, the proposed PixAR scheme is able to achieve a better stego quality (imperceptibility) of 42.34 dB versus 34.37 dB.
For all other schemes, when hiding with approximately the same or slightly higher capacities, the imperceptibility achieved by the proposed PixAR scheme is higher than the competing scheme.
For all experiments in this paper, the capacity was calculated using bits-per-pixel (bpp) as follows:
where P secret is the total number of secret pixels to be hidden, P steg is the total number of stego video pixels used, and b is the number of bits to represent a pixel (for gray-scale b = 8, and for color b = 24).
B. ROBUSTNESS
This section discusses the robustness of the proposed PixAR scheme. The scheme was able to resist many types of attacks with high quality extraction. Table 4 shows the performance 
FIGURE 4.
Although the stego video was attacked by increasing the brightness by 80%, the VQM value between the recovered and the secret video is lower than 1 for most frames.
of the proposed method against ''Salt & Pepper'' noise, ''Possion'' noise, and brightness-increase attacks. The scheme was able to recover the secret video with minimal VQM values. Figure 4 shows that the VQM values between the extracted frames and the original secret frames is approximately zero for all frames even though the increase in the brightness is 80%. The reason behind this high quality extraction, especially for the ''Salt & Pepper'' attack, is due to embedding in pixograms rather than embedding spatially. When embedding spatially, any change in even a single coefficient effects the spatial appearance of the image. However, in a pixogram, a change in a single coefficient will not affect the neighborhood pixels in a frame. The effect will be only in a single pixogram which will not be shown clearly since it is a single pixel in each frame.
The second attack to be tested is the tampering attack. Tampering will cause loss in the secret data embedded in the tampered region of the stego video. This will cause a large black area in the recovered video. To prevent having such areas, the proposed PixAR scheme suggests randomizing the secret video frames before embedding. Randomization will scatter and disperse the noise in the extracted frames, which improves the quality of the recovered video.
For randomization, the Linear congruential generator (LCG) technique is utilized. The LCG randomization technique is a class of chaotic mapping transformations used extensively in cryptography. This LCG transformation allows encryption of a signal and the recovery of the original signal back. Recovery depends on knowing three key variables used in the initial LCG transformation, and therefore, can be considered as a secret encryption key without which the receiver will not be able to descramble the extracted secret video frames, thus improving the security of the secret hidden information. More details about LCG randomization can be found in [43] and [44] . VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 5. Recovering the secret video ''Chappie.avi'' with and without using the LCG randomization technique after tampering the ''Gravity.avi'' stego video with a white box of different sizes. C1 corresponds to hiding with capacity 13.55 bpp (fast motion). C2 corresponds to hiding with capacity 15.33 bpp (medium motion). C3 corresponds to hiding with capacity 22.32 bpp (slow motion). N corresponds to the number of frames with VQM=0 for hiding with C1 capacity rate.
FIGURE 5.
Recovering the secret video ''Chappie.avi'' with and without using LCG randomization technique after tampering the ''Gravity.avi'' stego video with a white box that covers 40% of each of the stego video frames.
FIGURE 6.
Recovering the secret video ''Chappie.avi'' with and without using LCG randomization technique after tampering the ''Gravity.avi'' stego video with a white box that covers 80% of each of the stego video frames. Table 5 shows detailed results when simulating data-loss tampering of the ''Gravity.avi'' stego video by replacing regions in each frame with white square areas of different sizes, when using LCG and without using LCG. Figures 5 and 6 show detailed tampering experiments when using LCG and without. It is clear that without using LCG, the extracted video will have a black area where secret data is lost. However, an advantage of not using LCG is that many frames can have an VQM value of zero; there is no loss in secret data for those frames. That is because, these secret data are hidden in pixograms located in areas without tampering. This zero VQM extraction would not happen if the scheme was spatially oriented, or hides frame by frame.
TABLE 6.
Recovering the secret video ''Chappie.avi'' after compressing the stego video ''Gravity.avi'' using various compression techniques under different compression ratios.
TABLE 7.
The decision whether to use LCG or not depends on the importance of the secret video content. If the content of the whole video is critical, and thus is important to prevent having the black areas (data-loss) in the secret video, then it is recommended to randomize the secret video using LCG before embedding. However, if it is important to recover the secret video with the most number of unaffected frames (having VQM=0), and the content of the video is not very critical, then it is recommended to embed directly without LCG randomization.
The robustness of the proposed PixAR scheme is also examined against compression attacks. For this experiment, three compression techniques have been tested on the stego video generated from the ''Gravity.avi'' cover video sequence. The three techniques are the Motion JPEG (M-JPEG), Motion JPEG 2000 (MJ2), and MPEG-4 compression techniques. Tables 6, 7 , and 8 shows the VQM results obtained after compressing the stego video. These compression techniques exploit temporal redundancies, and remove them to reduce the size of the video file. Due to this fact, the extraction process of the proposed PixAR scheme would be affected, since the proposed scheme hides in temporal redundancies rather than removing them. Thus, it is TABLE 8. Recovering the secret video ''Chappie.avi'' after compressing the stego video ''Gravity.avi'' using various compression techniques under different compression ratios.
FIGURE 7.
The VQM values between the recovered secret video ''Chappie.avi'' and the stego video ''Gravity.avi'' after compressing the stego video ''Gravity.avi'' using various compression techniques under different compression ratios.
expected that compressing the stego video will destroy the secret video. However, from tables 6, 7, and 8, the VQM results obtained indicate that the proposed PixAR technique was able to resist these types of compressions to some degree. A reasonable explanation is that the proposed PixAR scheme hides in temporal 1D pixograms rather than temporal blocks as in the former compression schemes. Figure 7 summarizes the compression results in a graph. The graph clearly shows that the VQM value of the extracted video increases with decreasing video quality (more compression).
Since PixAR is a video steganography technique, the proposed PixAR scheme must be tested for detectability of the secret hidden information using a security-aspect-based test. In this experiment the security level of the proposed PixAR scheme is examined by checking whether the existence of the secret video frames can be detected or not. To apply this experiment, 20 stego videos with different motion speeds have been examined using ''StegSecret'' software. 2 Figure 8 shows the output of the program. The figure shows that the program could not find any traces of hidden secret video frames in the PixAR stego videos tested.
2 http://stegsecret.sourceforge.net/ FIGURE 8. Detectability test using StegSecret software.
TABLE 9.
Recovering the secret video ''Chappie.avi'' after attacking the stego video ''Gravity.avi'' using different temporal-based attacks. Figure 9 illustrates visually maximum and minimum VQM values for an extracted secret video segment from an MJ2 compressed stego video segment. It is clear from the figure that for this MJ2 compression technique the PixAR scheme was able to extract the hidden video with acceptable quality at 99% compression. The MPEG-4 compression technique, on the other hand, was able to destroy the extracted secret video, as is clear from the extremely high MPEG-4 VQM values shown in tables 6, 7, and 8.
Finally, being a steganography scheme, the robustness of the technique against some video temporal-based attacks must also be examined. Table 9 shows the results obtained after attacking with ''Re-Sampling'' and ''Drop-Frame'' attacks. In addition to VQM, another metric was used to evaluate the robustness in this experiment which is the BFM metric.
The proposed PixAR scheme deals with ''Drop-Frame'' attacks by interpolating the missing frames. If the communication is done through an insecure or unreliable channel, VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 9. Recovering the secret video ''Chappie.avi'' after compressing the stego video ''Gravity.avi'' using Motion JPEG 2000 (MJ2).
FIGURE 10.
Recovering the secret video ''Chappie.avi'' after attacking the stego video ''Gravity.avi'' using re-sampling and drop frame attacks.
then it is recommended to send the ''frame order value'' along with the frame itself. This will help the receiver to estimate the location of the dropped frames if any. The proposed PixAR scheme replaces each missing frame with a frame with pixels having (−1) values. Then, instead of simply interpolate the missing frames using neighboring frames, linear interpolation is done within each pixogram segment containing an (−1) value independently. This insures having better interpolation since values within a pixogram segment are homogeneous and easy to interpolate. Without this ''Drop-Frame'' attack treatment, the proposed PixAR scheme would not be able to extract the secret video. However, figure 10 shows that the proposed scheme was able to extract the secret video for some dropped-frame percentages.
C. DETAILED EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME Table 10 shows detailed experimental tests using some segments of ''Gravity.avi'', ''Chappie.avi'', and ''WW2.avi'' videos used as the cover video. The secret video to be embedded are some segments from ''Chappie.avi'', ''WW2.avi'', and ''Train.avi''. The threshold value was set to be T seg = 26. Each cover-secret pair have three experiments based on the motion presented in the cover video (slow, medium, fast).
For video sequences, and from the perspective of a pixogram, motion can be considered as the temporal correlation (i.e. the correlation of the gray-levels over time). For instance, slow motion can be thought of as a high temporal correlation component, since pixels do not change much over time, and the variance of their gray-level value will be low in the pixogram. On the other hand, for a pixogram, rapid motion in the video can be considered as a low temporal correlation component.
Three different segments are used from the ''Gravity.avi'' cover video representing low, mid, and high motion segments. Frames from represents a slow motion segment, frames [3181-3230] represents a medium motion segment, and a fast motion segment is represented by frames .
It is clear from the results shown in table 10 that the slow motion segments have consistantly achieved the best capacity rates as well as the best stego quality values, mainly due to the inherent strong energy compaction property of the DCT for highly correlated signals. Payload capacities have reached an embedding rate of 22.32 bpp for the ''Gravity.avi'' cover video, which is the highest payload capacity reached across other cover video segments. The stego quality (imperceptibility) is related to the secret video used. The ''Train.avi'' secret video achieved the best average VQM value of 0.086 when using ''Chappie.avi'' as the cover video.
Slow and medium motion segments of ''Chappie.avi'' have achieved the highest payload capacity of 22.10 bpp and 19.57 bpp, and the highest visual stego quality, respectively. Embedding ''Train.avi'' in ''Chappie.avi'' for medium motion segments recorded the best PSNR value of 39.66 dB. Figure 11 shows example ''Gravity.avi'' cover and stego frames of the highest and lowest PSNR values when using fast motion segments of the ''Gravity.avi'' cover video and embedding the ''Train.avi'' secret video. Figure 12 shows the PSNR value between the cover and stego video for all frames, when hiding the ''Train.avi'' secret video in the ''Gravity.avi'' cover video. The lowest and highest PSNR values (34.53 dB and 40.10 dB respectively) are emphasized with a red circle. The average PSNR was calculated to be 38.49 dB.
The proposed scheme is also evaluated using some videobased quality metrics such as Video Quality Metric (VQM) [34] , 3-Component SSIM Index (3-SSIM) [45] , and Brightness Flickering Metric (BFM) [46] .
For VQM, the lower the value, the better the quality. Based on The reason for these high 3-SSIM values, when hiding with high capacity ratios, is that the proposed PixAR scheme hides in large high-frequency DCT areas of homogeneous segments of a pixogram, segmented by the 1D segmentgrowing algorithm described earlier. Hiding in these areas results in stego media with very low degradation, which can be easily tolerated by the human visual system.
The BFM is a no-reference metric made to measure the flickering quantity between adjacent frames of the video. The value is the modulus of difference between the mean brightness values of current and previous frames. In table 10, the ''Before'' column is the BFM value of the cover video segment and the ''After'' column is the BFM value of the stego video segment. The ''Delta'' column is simply the difference between the BFM value of the stego video segment and the BFM value of the cover video segment. This ''Delta'' value can be thought of as the flicker-noise quantity produced due to the hiding process. A noticeable fact from the table is that 14 delta results (out of 27) have a value of zero or less. This is an indication that the technique was able to hide without adding any flickering noise.
D. COMPARATIVE RESULTS WITH IMAGE-BASED SCHEMES
The proposed PixAR scheme demonstrated very high payload capacities compared to other video-based steganography schemes, as was shown in section IV-A. The purpose of this section is to evaluate the proposed scheme against very high payload capacity image-based steganography schemes.
To perform this comparison, the high payload image-based schemes reported in [16] - [18] and [44] were extended to work as video steganography schemes. The idea is to adapt these schemes for hiding the secret video frames in each individual frame of a cover video separately. Table 11 presents a comparison with the extended versions of these high capacity image steganography schemes. Although these competitive methods are classified as top hiding capacity schemes in the literature, the proposed PixAR scheme has surpassed these methods in both hiding capacity and imperceptibility when testing all methods on the same cover video.
Many movies have segments where there is no motion. This can be a movie title at the start of a video for instance. In special cases, most of the video will have no motion at all, as in surveillance videos. Thus, zero-motion video segments should also be addressed as there are many scenarios where the video will have many of its segments with zeromotion. Therefore, this section investigates the viability of such videos as a cover video, and tests the performance of the proposed PixAR scheme against high payload image-based steganography schemes recently published in the literature.
These image-based schemes are extended to work as zeromotion video steganography schemes. Table 12 presents a detailed experiment showing highest bpp and PSNR values obtained by each scheme when using zero-motion cover video segments. The cover videos used in this comparison were the same cover images used by these image-based schemes repeated 100 times to form zero-motion videos. Table 13 investigates the hiding capacity limits of the proposed PixAR scheme for highly uncorrelated cover images in comparison to these high payload capacity image-based hiding schemes. To perform the comparison, the video to be used as a cover video is composed of a 100 repeated frames of the ''Zebras'' cover image used in [18] . The reason for selecting the ''Zebras'' image is that many high capacity techniques have used it as a cover image, and the results are available. The other reason is that this image is a challenging cover image for many DCT image-based steganography schemes since this image has a highly uncorrelated content. The secret video to be used is the ''Chappie.avi'' video. It is clear from tables 12 and 13 that the proposed PixAR scheme has performed optimally, and surpassed other schemes in terms of hiding capacity and imperceptibility when the cover video was a 100 frames of zero-motion. The capacity reached 23.76 bpp (for RGB color cover videos), which is equivalent to hiding a secret video with a size of 99% of the cover video. The imperceptibility level also reached 54.91 dB. Table 13 clearly manifests the advantages of the proposed schemes. Since the cover video has spatially highly uncorrelated content, all high capacity schemes presented in the table have achieved lower capacity and imperceptibility values. This is mainly because these schemes are based on the 2D-DCT, and they are able to achieve these high capacities due to the energy compaction property of the DCT, but only for highly correlated cover images. The lower the spatial correlation in a cover image, the less the number of insignificant (redundant) DCT coefficients that will be available for embedding, which leads to lower capacity.
However, in the proposed PixAR scheme, the spatial frequency content of individual frames of a video is not an issue. Simply put, a pixogram has the property of converting highly uncorrelated (non-stationary) spatial areas of individual frames of a video scene into highly correlated (statistically stationary) temporal segments by making use of the temporal correlation between frames of the same scene in a given video segment.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the concept of a pixogram was introduced and implemented into a high payload video steganography scheme named ''Pixogram Adaptive Region'' (PixAR). The proposed PixAR scheme allows for a new perspective for video steganography by investigating the temporal changes that take place at the individual pixel level across frames of a video segment. The advantage of this pixogram based technique lies in the fact that a pixogram has the property of converting highly uncorrelated spatial areas of individual frames of a video scene into highly correlated temporal segments by making use of the temporal correlation between frames of the same scene in a given video segment. Experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness of this new approach for increased payload capacity while maintaining visual fidelity of the stego-video as compared to competing video steganography schemes. The robustness of the proposed PixAR scheme was also tested against several spatial and temporal-based attacks with acceptable performance, although facing particular difficulty resisting compression attacks.
